
Terms and Conditions

for the use of cryptocurrencies🌸
May 2021

READ CAREFULLY
#PAYATTENTIONPLEASE

These terms and conditions govern the relationship between you and Rebellion or
Rebellion Pay.

These terms and conditions apply whenever:

You use the Rebellion app to invest, purchase, sell, receive or spend cryptocurrencies;
or when you send cryptocurrencies to any other Rebellion account..

These terms and conditions, together with our General Terms and Conditions, our
Privacy Policy and any other documents that apply to our services, are part of a legal
agreement between:

you (user or customer of Rebellion); and us, RBLDE UNCONVENTIONAL S.L (Rebellion
or Rebellion Pay).

By accepting these terms, you agree that Rebellion acts as an intermediary or agent,
in order to offer you our services related to the purchase and sale of cryptocurrencies.

Rebellion reserves the right to appoint another person or organisation to hold your
cryptocurrencies. This person or organisation will be referred to as a sub-custodian.

Should there be any inconsistency between these terms and conditions and our
General Terms and Conditions, these terms and conditions shall apply and prevail.

You can request a copy of these terms and conditions from any of our support agents
through the channels provided on the Rebellion app.
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Please read these terms and conditions carefully.

Cryptocurrencies are not like electronic money in your Rebellion account.
Cryptocurrencies are not electronic money and are not regulated by European bodies
and institutions..

When buying or investing in cryptocurrencies through the Rebellion app, you should
be aware that these assets are not protected by the Financial Services Compensation
Scheme or any other compensation mechanism for financial losses.

Neither Rebellion as an institution, nor any of its employees, regardless of the
department in which they work, are qualified to give any investment advice in
connection with our cryptocurrency service.

Before entering into any cryptocurrency purchase transaction, we ask that you
carefully assess both your personal and financial situation.

When in doubt, please seek the advice of an independent financial advisor before
making any investment.

Neither Rebellion nor any of its employees or suppliers are liable for any decisions
to purchase or sell cryptocurrencies that you may make through their service.

1. First of all

For secure access to our app, please always download the latest available update from
the Apple Store or Google Play.

2. Available cryptocurrencies

Available cryptocurrencies are published in our app.

We will inform you through our communication channels if we start offering other
cryptocurrencies. We will also let you know in advance if we decide to discontinue
offering a particular cryptocurrency..

3. Buying and selling Cryptocurrencies

By means of our app, we are providing you with a cryptocurrency buying and selling
brokerage service that we offer through the Bitpanda cryptocurrency exchange..

You can buy cryptocurrencies in the following way:
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When accessing the Rebellion app you will find an icon that leads to the
cryptocurrency section.

By clicking on this icon you will access the cryptocurrency feature.

To access the cryptocurrency feature, you must be a registered user who has
successfully passed the KYC process (recognition and validation of the user's identity).
In addition, you must be of legal age.

Before accessing the cryptocurrency feature, the app will ask you to fill in a form that
will be used to determine the suitability of this product for you, i.e. your knowledge
and personal and financial situation regarding investment in cryptocurrencies.

It is mandatory that you fill in this form providing truthful information, otherwise
Rebellion reserves the right to cancel access to your account regardless of whether
there are funds in it.

Once you have completed the eligibility form, you will be taken to the screens of the
cryptocurrency feature.

To order a purchase you will need to select the asset or cryptocurrency you wish to
buy and click the "buy" button.

You must indicate on the app how much money in euros you want to buy of the
selected cryptocurrency, and the app will show you how much cryptocurrency you
can buy with said amount in euros. You will have to add to the amount in euros the
fee and management costs applied by Rebellion, which can reach up to 2%.

Given that this is a highly volatile market, you should bear in mind that the price of the
cryptocurrency shown is only an indication, and that it may fluctuate at the specific
time of purchase.

To confirm the purchase of the selected cryptocurrencies you must swipe to the right
on the button labeled "swipe to buy".

Please note that in order to complete a cryptocurrency purchase, there must be a
sufficient balance in euros in your Rebellion account. Otherwise, the purchase order
will not be executed.

Sometimes, for reasons beyond Rebellion's control, we may not be able to buy the
cryptocurrencies at the time of the order. If this happens, we will let you know via our
app.

4. Rejecting orders

We may reject your orders to purchase or sell cryptocurrencies. In this case Rebellion
will not be liable for any losses you suffer as a result.
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We may reject your orders if:

● there is not enough cryptocurrency available in the market to be bought;
● if the limits set by Rebellion, which can be found in our General Terms and

Conditions, have been exceeded.
● Our partner cryptocurrency exchanges are unavailable (e.g. their service has

been interrupted)
● there are reasons to suspect that your order was placed for illegal purposes

(e.g. to commit fraud); or
● there are reasons to believe that your order could affect our reputation or

goodwill adversely.
● If you do not have sufficient balance in euros in your wallet in order to proceed

with the purchase order.
● If you do not meet the mandatory requirements of either eligibility or identity

4.1 Cancelling your orders

You will not be able to cancel any cryptocurrency purchase order if you have already
confirmed it with the "swipe to buy" option.

4.2 How and where your cryptocurrencies are stored

You will own the economic rights to any cryptocurrency you purchase through our
app.

We will hold your cryptocurrencies on your behalf and you will have a right (called a
"right of usufruct ") to the cryptocurrencies. This means that you can tell us when to
sell or transfer them (within the limits of these terms and conditions). You, as the user,
have full control over your cryptocurrencies, and Rebellion will only act on the orders
we receive through our app. Rebellion will act as an intermediary between your buy or
sell orders and the purchase or sales orders that will be placed on any of our partner
cryptocurrency exchanges.

The cryptocurrencies that Rebellion buys for you are processed through our
cryptocurrency exchanges and stored in a "virtual account" that also stores
cryptocurrencies for other Rebellion users. Therefore, you will not have a separate
cryptocurrency account. You will always be able to use the Rebellion application to see
the number of cryptocurrencies you have to your name.

There shall be no contractual relationship between you and our partner
cryptocurrency exchanges or any sub-custodian that we designate.

5. Selling cryptocurrencies

To proceed with the sale of cryptocurrencies that you have to your name, you must
select the asset or cryptocurrency that you want to sell and click on the "Sell" button..
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You must then choose the amount of cryptocurrency you wish to sell and swipe to the
right on the "Swipe to sell" button.
To this amount in euros, you will have to add the fee and the management costs
applied by Rebellion, which can reach up to 2%.

Please note that Rebellion orders the sale of cryptocurrencies at the exchange rate
applicable at the time of the execution of the order.
Revenue from the sale of cryptocurrencies cannot be received in any other way.

6. Fees and management costs

Rebellion will charge the user 2% of the purchase or sale transaction as a fee and
management costs.

7. Spending cryptocurrencies

You will not be able to pay directly in cryptocurrencies using your Rebellion card. This
means that, if you make a payment with your Rebellion card, and the only funds you
have in your account are in cryptocurrencies, the payment will not go through.
The only account linked to your Rebellion card is your account in euros.

8. How we set the exchange rate

Our exchange rate for purchasing or selling cryptocurrencies is set by us, based on the
exchange rate offered to us by our partner cryptocurrency exchanges. This is a variable
exchange rate with a lot of volatility. You can see the current exchange rate in the
Rebellion app.

The exchange rate may differ between the time the purchase or sales order is received
and the time we actually purchase or sell them on your behalf. This means that for a
purchase order, you may receive more or less cryptocurrency than you expected, and
for a sales order, you may receive more or less euros than you expected.

Rebellion is not liable for any losses you may suffer as a result of cryptocurrency
trading, order placement time or asset volatility.

9. Limits on buying and selling cryptos

Minimum purchase order €15

Minimum sales order €10

Maximum amount to invest per day €3,000
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Maximum number of orders per day 10

Maximum sales amount per day* €10,000

Maximum number of sales per day* 30

Maximum sales value per month* €20,000

*The maximum sales limits are subject to the top-up limits of your wallet. This is
because sales of your cryptocurrencies are credited directly to the wallet balance
and are therefore assumed as a balance charge. Other transactions that impact
your load limits are: Card Top-Ups, Incoming Transfers, Incoming Flash Transfers,
and cashbacks.

10. Risks of trading cryptocurrencies

Cryptocurrencies carry significant risks. You should carefully consider whether it is
appropriate for you to buy cryptocurrencies.

These risks include the following:

Unlike normal money, when you buy, sell or transfer cryptocurrencies, you are dealing
in something digital, not something tangible. This means that, like any other digital
system, cryptocurrencies are at risk of being hacked or affected by technical problems.
This can cause you to lose your cryptocurrencies or delay your ability to sell, transfer or
spend them.

The regulation (or lack thereof) on cryptocurrencies or cryptocurrency exchanges can
change at any time. Any change may affect the value of any cryptocurrency held on
your behalf; and

● the value of cryptocurrency is likely to fall (and is much more likely to do so
than normal money). This could happen if, for example, a new and better
cryptocurrency is created;

● software developers make unexpected changes to how the cryptocurrency
works; or

● there is a change in the regulation on cryptocurrencies.

The price or value of cryptocurrencies can rise or fall rapidly at any time. It can even fall
to zero. Unlike normal money, no bank or government can stabilise the value of the
cryptocurrency if it suddenly changes.

11. What happens if a “fork” occurs?
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A fork is a sudden change in the functioning of a cryptocurrency. A fork can seriously
change the function, value or even the name of a cryptocurrency. If this happens, we
will contact our partner exchanges and look for the best approach that will benefit
our users.

Unfortunately, for reasons beyond our control, a fork may cause a cryptocurrency to
split into two separate cryptocurrencies. If this occurs, the following may apply, as we
deem appropriate:

a. You get the equivalent balance in one of those two cryptocurrencies
that our partner exchanges have chosen to support as the primary or
reference cryptocurrency; and/or

b. You do not get either cryptocurrency because our cryptocurrency
exchange has decided not to support either cryptocurrency.

A fork can affect the exchange rate.

12. Cancellation or closure of an account with cryptos in your wallet

In the event that you want to cancel (close) your account and you still have
cryptocurrencies in your wallet, you should proceed with the sale of all
cryptocurrencies to avoid losing them.
Afterwards you must make sure to leave your Rebellion account with no balance.

Remember that in order to sell your cryptos, the value of your position must be
greater than 10 euros.

If you would still like to assume the loss of your cryptocurrency positions and proceed
with the closure of your account, you can do so by giving your express confirmation in
the app. In this case you will lose your entire crypto investment.

For full details on account cancellation, please refer to our General Terms and
Conditions, sections 19 and 20.

13. Taxes

You may be liable to pay taxes or various fees arising from your cryptocurrency
buying/selling activity.
Rebellion is not responsible for making any tax payments on your behalf or providing
any reports related to the filing or payment of taxes.

14. Can these terms change?

These terms and conditions may change under the following assumptions.

● Due to modifications that may help our users to better understand them.
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● To reflect more accurately the way in which our business operates (for
example, if the way in which our service is provided or the technology we use
changes).

● For legal or regulatory changes or updates that apply to us.
● To reflect changes to our fees policy; or because we change our services or

products, or add new ones.

When we add a new product or service that does not impact our current terms and
conditions, we will add it immediately and notify you before you can use it. Otherwise,
we will give you 30 days' notice through Rebellion's channels before we make any
changes.

We will assume that you are happy with any change unless you tell us otherwise
before the change is made. You can contact us via our app, email
(support@rebellionpay.com) or telephone.

15. Responsibilities if something goes wrong with our cryptocurrency service

We will do everything reasonably possible to ensure that our cryptocurrency services
work properly and are uninterrupted, secure and free from viruses or hacking, and are
accessible at a reasonable speed. Unfortunately, however, we cannot guarantee that
this will always be the case.

Very occasionally, we may suspend your use of our cryptocurrency service in order to
make technical changes, add new features (such as new cryptocurrencies), make sure
it is running smoothly or improve your security. We will always try to let you know
before suspending the service unless we have to do so in the event of an emergency.
We will try to reduce the length of any interruption so that it lasts the shortest
possible time.

We will not be liable for any losses incurred if;

our cryptocurrency service is unavailable;
if we fail to comply with our obligations under these terms and conditions due to a
legal or regulatory requirement; or
because of unusual or unexpected events beyond our control; or
if regulation relating to cryptocurrencies changes.

We will only be liable for foreseeable losses if;

we fail to comply with our obligations under these terms and conditions.
We will not be liable for any losses that we could not have anticipated that you might
suffer prior to acceptance of these terms and conditions with you as a user of
Rebellion.

Nothing in these terms and conditions shall relieve our liability for personal injury
resulting from our negligence.
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16. Termination of these terms and conditions

Once these terms and conditions have been accepted and approved by you, through
accessing our cryptocurrency feature, they will not terminate until one of the parties
(you or Rebellion) decides to do so.

You may close your Rebellion account at any time directly from the app
(profile>Remove account), by contacting us through the Rebellion app, by writing to
us at our head office or by emailing us at support@rebellionpay.com.

17. Termination of the cryptocurrency service

If, for any reason, we have to discontinue our cryptocurrency trading services to you,
we will contact you two months in advance.
However, we may immediately terminate the service, and, therefore, these terms and
conditions, if any of the following events occur:

1. we suspect that you are behaving fraudulently or have not provided us
with the information we require, or we believe that the information you
have provided us with is incorrect or false.

2. If you have regularly or seriously breached these terms and conditions
and have not remedied your behaviour within a reasonable time of the
first warning.

3. If you should become deceased.
4. If you have filed for bankruptcy.
5. If we have reason to believe that your use of our cryptocurrency service

could damage our reputation or business, or affect us or any of our
services adversely;

6. If we are required to do so by law.

What happens if we terminate this agreement?

If we end this agreement, we will sell any cryptocurrencies we hold on your behalf and
place the equivalent amount of e-money into your Rebellion account.

We may also terminate all other agreements that are in place.

18. How to lodge a complaint

If you are unhappy with our service, please contact us and we will try to offer you the
best possible solution.

We always do our best to make things work as smoothly as possible, but we realise
that sometimes things don't work out the way you would like them to. If you have a
complaint, you can contact us.
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The most effective way to lodge a complaint is to write to us at
support@rebellionpay.com. We will consider your complaint carefully and respond to
you by email as soon as possible.

As cryptocurrencies are not regulated, there is no official body that can intervene if
you have a complaint.

19. Some legal aspects to take into consideration

These terms and conditions act as an agreement between you and Rebellion.

This agreement is personal to you and cannot be transferred to any other person or
institution as well as any rights or obligations arising from it.

Right to transfer:

We will transfer some of the rights or obligations that may arise under this agreement
if we believe that this will not have a significant adverse effect or if we need to do so to
comply with any legal or regulatory requirement.

The agreement is governed by Spanish law.

If these terms and conditions are translated into another language, the translation will
serve only as a reference, and the Spanish version will apply.
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